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REPRESENTING TRIPLES OF A SYMPLECTIC MANIFOLD GUIDO KARRER
ABSTRACT. For a symplectic manifold M and its associated real Lie algebra P(M, io) (its Poisson algebra) a definition of firsVorder representations and a structure theorem for the representation ring is given.
0. In physics and in the context of geometric quantization, the term prequantization is used to denote a special kind of representation of the Poisson algebra P(M, ui). Here, we give a more general and natural definition of representations of the Lie algebra P(M,u>) (Definition 1) and show, how prequantizations fit into this scheme, and we finally compute the representation ring (Propositions 4, 5). We rely on some facts on prequantizations, which can be found in [1, 2, 3] ; as for differential operators, we refer to [4] .
1. In the sequel we need the following statements on prequantization. Let (M, ui) denote a symplectic manifold, i.e. a paracompact, connected, real C°°-manifold of dimension n carrying a regular and closed 2-form w; let C°°(M) denote the ring of real valued C°°-functions on M. The real Lie algebra (C°°(M), { }) is the Poisson algebra of (M, u>) and denoted by P(M,oj).
On the other hand, let X be a complex line bundle over M with bundle space E and section module T(X), let a G C, and let Diff(X) be the C-vector space of C-linear local operators on T(X). An a-prequantization of (M,w) in the bundle X is a Lie algebra homomorphism D : P(M, w) -► Diff(X) of the form be induced by n : Z -> C (l2 : Z -► R), and let a be a fixed (purely imaginary) quantum number of(M,w). Then, the set of isomorphism classes of (metrizable) a-prequantizations of(M,u>) is isomorphic to cokerti* (coker¿2, resp.), in particular = {pt} ifHi(M,Z) = 0; and =ií1(M)C,)( = /i'1(AÍ>51) resp.) ifHi(M,Z) is free. For a G C we define an a-first-order representation of (M, w) to be a firstorder representation (D, £) of (M,u>) such that Df = V(u/) + a/1, where 1: £ -► £. This a will be referred to as the quantum number of (A £) or> if rank £ = k, as a k-quantum number of (M,u>); it is said to be metrizable, if (£>,£) is metrizable. Thus, a fc-quantum number a of (M,w) is part of a representing triple (£, V,ai) and as such satisfies K(V) = -awl. The geometric definition of Chern classes of £ yields now LEMMA 2. If a is a k-quantum number of(M,u>), then the cohomology classes $^WeB»&M u = i,...,k, are integral.
In general, this condition (probably) does not characterize the fc-quantum numbers of (M,u>); it does so, however, in the case k = 1 as explained in §1, a 1-quantum number being a quantum number in the terminology of §1 (Proposition Let G(R) be the Grothendieck ring of a half ring R, in particular G(Em(M,w)) is the representation ring of P(M, u>)-the Poisson algebra of (M, u>)-and as such contains the subring G(Tm{M)) of flat bundles. A homomorphism r : G(?m(M)) -► Z is given by defining r on Jm(M) as the rank of a vector bundle. Then, P := r_1(0) is a prime ideal of G(7m(M)), and for brevity we use the symbols fm(M) and om(M,u>) to denote the localizations at P of G(Tm{M)) and G(Em(M,u>)) respectively. We localize in this way by the simple reason of making the flat bundles invertible. Bibliography
